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ABSTRACT
The development of UAS (Unmanned Aircraft Systems), or
commonly known as drones, offers new opportunities for
DSOs to facilitate maintenance of the overhead power
lines and to ensure continuity and quality of supply in a
cost-efficient way. A UAS system must be approached by
studying the entire value chain consisting of the aircraft
(in according with the aviation regulation), the sensor and
the data processing.
Pruning around the overhead power lines contributes to
the continuity and quality of supply. Pruning work is an
important part of line maintenance costs for which
innovative solutions should be sought. This article
presents an experimented solution for the inventory of
pruning work around the overhead MV lines with
lightweight UAS in accordance with the French air
regulations.

INTRODUCTION
Enedis operates 350 000 km of MV overhead lines. Each
year, 110 000 kilometres, or one third of the network, are
inspected with helicopters equipped with LIDAR. These
visits are an opportunity to identify material anomalies or
nonconformities but also distances of the conductors to the
vegetation. In addition, between two visits, pruning
inventories are carried out in areas of fast-growing
vegetation. These visits are usually carried out through
walk inspections. The UAS solution presented in this
paper is an alternative solution to walk inspections,
particularly in heavily forested areas that are difficult to
access. Enedis and Delair company have established a
partnership to conduct development work on a lightweight
solution that can be implemented according to the current
regulation.
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order to prioritize the work, Enedis has defined urgency
criteria according to the distance between the conductors
and the vegetation and the position of the conductors
(overhanging, lateral).

Figure 1: Table of priorities following an inventory.
The urgency table can also be used to determine if pruning
work can be done by keeping the power line on. In
accordance with the method of remuneration of the pruner,
the report of inventories meets precise rules of
optimization and geolocation.

Geolocation rules
The vegetation is projected on the central axis of the MV
line. These are the coordinates of these projections that are
delivered in the file. These coordinates must be reported in
WGS84 degree, decimal format. A single pair of
coordinates is issued if it concerns the report of an isolated
vegetation of less than 10 m; two pairs of coordinates are
delivered (Start + End) in the case of a vegetation with a
length more than 10 m. Figure 2 illustrates an example of
geolocation rule.

UAS FRENCH REGULATION
Since 2012, the French Aeronautical Regulatory Authority
(DGAC) has managed, through the publication of
regulatory texts, the emergence of UAS for professional
use. This regulation defines four standard regulatory
operating scenarios. One of this scenarios (referenced as
S4), allows flights over an unlimited distance with UAS
whose weight does not exceed 2 kg outside populated area.
The regulations require the remote pilot to maintain
control of the UAS at all times.

ENEDIS
SPECIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS

OF

French regulations impose 2 meters to be respected
between trees and conductors of overhead power lines. In
CIRED 2019

Figure 2: Example of geolocation rule.

Grouping rules
In order to facilitate the exploitation of information,
vegetation zones with a distance between them of less than
or equal to 10 meters are grouped according to specific
criteria. Figure 3 illustrate an example of grouping rules in
use at Enedis.
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enough for carrying out analysis on trees surface.

Figure 4: Cables are well visible on 2D pictures (left and
centre) but not on photogrammetry cloud points (right).

Figure 3: Example of grouping rules.
These rules must be integrated into the data processing.
The restitution is done by means of a file whose data are
then integrated in the Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS).

LIDAR
VS
PHOTOGRAMMETRY
ACCORDING
TO
THE
CURRENT
REGULATION
The vegetation encroachment analysis for Power Lines can
be carried out nowadays through two different
technologies: Stereo Photogrammetry and LIDAR.
These two methodologies are based on two different
techniques: the former one (stereo photogrammetry) uses
a combination of high-resolution pictures, taken on the
same areas from different positions, to create a 3D model
of the corridor surveyed, and 3D vectors for modelling the
power line.
The latter (LIDAR) uses instead just a laser beam to build
a realistic 3D corridor including the line and also the
objects (e.g. houses, vegetation, ground, roads, etc.) in the
surroundings.
These two different solutions use totally different sensors:
an RGB camera for stereophotogrammetry and a LIDAR
sensor (also equipped with and inertial unit [IMU]) for
LIDAR technology.
Each technology has its own advantages and
disadvantages: stereo photogrammetry is a cheap
technology in terms of data acquisition as it just requires a
camera to acquire pictures and, due to the ongoing
miniaturization of sensors, smaller devices become
available on the market with the major effect of requiring
smaller drones for carrying these sensors.
Smaller drones mean cheaper UAS with a significant
increase in efficiency of operations and also making
authorization process easier.
The downside is that sharp objects like poles and
conductors are not well visible in this cloud point obtained
from pictures as they appear “smoothed”.
These photogrammetry cloud point requires therefore
some support from LIDAR technology in order to get a 3D
geo referenced vector of the power line catenary. This
hybrid solution, though requiring some efforts in aligning
LIDAR and photogrammetry data, remains anyway cheap
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The LIDAR technology alternative is, on the other hand, a
stand-alone full solution for vegetation analysis. The laser
beam, produced by LIDAR sensors, is able to detect not
only the lines’ surroundings (like ground or trees) but also
sharp objects like poles and conductors.
Moreover, LIDAR have the capability of measuring the
elevation of both the canopy surface and the underlying
terrain. But as this technology requires bigger drones for
surveys, that must be capable of carrying LIDAR sensors
(whose weight is higher than a common RGB camera) the
price of this standalone LIDAR drone solution will be
quite similar (though the reduced effort in post processing)
to the hybrid photogrammetry.
Which is the right choice therefore? In the end the choice
of the right solution depends on the size of the project
(large scale projects are usually managed with LIDAR due
to the reduced time in post processing), on the type of
analysis required (analysis involving the height of trees are
quite often managed with LIDAR technology, due to the
fact that LIDAR have the capability of measuring the
elevation of both the canopy surface and the underlying
terrain, while the dangerous tree one is managed easily by
both technologies) and on the device used for data
acquisition (in case of drones small UAS providing
photogrammetry based solutions can manage easily the
authorizations in BVLOS scenarios).

DELAIR SOLUTION
Delair, a leading French company in the commercial UAV
market with an experience of more than 800 000 km of
flights, helps utility companies to meet their business
needs proposing a disruptive innovative “technology from
the sky”, able to digitize energy grids, using aerial data
collected by drones.
The Delair drones, first in the world to have received the
certification required for operations beyond visual line of
sight (BVLOS) thanks to their reliability and their great
autonomy, have been able to acquire over the years more
than 3 million images.
Delair offers with its drone portfolio a whole range of
solutions covering both photogrammetry and LIDAR
techniques.

DT18 HD PPK
It is first UAV certified in the world for daily BVLOS
operations (since 2012). Designed in order to comply with
aeronautical certification methods, it offers advanced
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safety features like real-time front video, autopilot, failsafe mechanisms and geofencing.

insight view of their assets allowing them to be more
efficient and effective with their Operation and
Maintenance activities.

THE TWO EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED
First experiment in 2016
Figure 5: DT18 HD PPK.
Covering 100 km range in 2 kg of condensed technology,
it drastically reduces acquisition costs for long distance
infrastructures and large areas.
A communication range up to 20 km make this drone
perfect for corridor mapping. At an average altitude of
80 m this drone guarantees an accuracy of 1.6 cm.

In 2016 Delair carried out its first survey for Enedis, using
photogrammetry technique: 500 km distributions lines in
the area of Midi Pyrénées (France) were involved in the
project. This 500 km survey was entirely carried with a
BVLOS authorization for S4 airspace; due to the presence
of some airports (areas of Cahors, Rodez and Belmont
Saint Affrique) 3 NOTAM were needed in addition,
involving 126 km of distribution lines.

DT26X LIDAR
A unique long range fixed-wing UAV able to fly up to 110
min in a single mission and offering a dual-sensor payload
for simultaneous LIDAR and photogrammetry mapping.
This solution benefits from true point cloud colorization
(see Figure 6) which simplifies the classification process.

Figure 8: Overview of lines involved in 2016 missions.
Figure 6: Color LIDAR.

Flights were entirely carried out with DT18 drone using
photogrammetry. Due to the technique used (that requires
two different points of acquisition for the same area in
order to generate a 3D model), the specific shape of
Enedis’ network (see Figure 8 for an example) and to
limitations in radio communications (maximum visibility
was between 10 to 15 km) more drone’s flights were
required: DT18 covered totally around 3500 km with an
average for single mission of 48 km.
The photogrammetry workflow used for generating the 3D
model is shown on Figure 9. A detail of the step related to
Ground Control Point (GCP) selection, needed to align
photogrammetry cloud point and LIDAR data, previously
available, is shown on Figure 10. These GCP were mainly
chosen on poles.

Figure 7: DT26X LIDAR.
This 17 kg drone is provided with the most advanced
safety technology: advanced automatic failsafe modes, an
emergency parachute, and safety analysis conducted
according to aeronautical standards. It’s equipped with the
most advanced LIDAR sensor built for drones, the Riegl
MiniVUX DL.
Delair’s data, processed using advanced Artificial
Intelligence techniques, provide energy companies an
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Figure 9: Workflow for photogrammetry 3D model
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generation.

Figure 10: GCP selection.
A detail of the workflow for vegetation data analysis using
photogrammetry and LIDAR data is shown on Figure 11.

fully customized for Enedis (see Figure 14 for details).

Figure 13: Grouping rules for collisions with vegetation:
each buffer defines an area of cutting that can involve
both sides of line and just one side.

Figure 11: Data analysis.
The result of data processing was a realistic 3D colorized
cloud point that offered a unique capability of viewing
data. Moreover, all the results of vegetation analytics
carried out on the 3D cloud point can be visible on the 3D
model itself: thanks to different colours it’s possible to
locate immediately areas where trees have to be cutted.

Figure 14: Example of 2016 report for trimming
companies with evidence of coordinates of cutting
buffers and with the same buffers overlaid on
orthophotos.

Second experiment in 2018
Figure 12: an example of 3D colorized model with line
visible (in red) and with dangerous areas, for tree cutting,
highlighted in blue and yellow depending on priority of
cutting.
These collisions with vegetation where lately grouped
according Enedis’ specifications (see Figure 13 for details)
and can be exported to a PDF report whose layout is also
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In September 2018 a new survey in Bourgogne (France)
area was carried out involving again roughly 500 km of
Enedis’ power lines. The project included this time not
only photogrammetry surveys, carried out again with
DT18 and whose success for vegetation analysis was
shown already in 2016, but also LIDAR flights on a
smaller portion of network in order to test LIDAR drone
capabilities on distribution lines.
It must be pointed out that LIDAR flights with drones were
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not possible during 2016 surveys mainly because a LIDAR
drone was not available yet: the first tests with Delair
DT26X were carried out in early 2017.
In the beginning of September 2018 some flights with
DT26X LIDAR were carried out in Bourgogne area (see
Figure 15). Operations were carried out under
authorization S2 and in some case with S4 derogation.

This survey was also a good opportunity to improve the
quality of deliveries making reports more and more
useable not only for Enedis but also for trimming
companies working for Enedis. On Figure 18 we have an
example of a new report designed at span level and
including in a unique table all the dangerous trees detected
in that span.

Figure 15: 2018 survey area in Bourgogne.
A sample of LIDAR data acquired is shown on Figure 16
and Figure 17. This additional LIDAR survey was a
success: even smaller distribution poles were clearly
visible in the cloud point, though the distance from the line
(bigger than 70 m), kept by the drone during the survey
mainly for safety reason (in order to avoid the risk of
collisions with overpassing transmission lines).

Figure 18: Enhanced 2018 report for photogrammetry
data

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Figure 16: LIDAR data acquired with DT26X LIDAR
equipped with Riegl MiniVUX DL – cloud point
intensity representation.

Good results obtained with DT26X LIDAR during 2018
survey have shown the technical and operational
feasibility of LIDAR flights for vegetation analysis also on
LV distribution lines, that are, as known, much smaller
than MV distribution ones.
At the same time, as LIDAR requires bigger drones that
may bring more difficulties in authorizations in some areas
close to airports, we may think for the future to a hybrid
full solution integrating LIDAR flights and
photogrammetry ones depending on the areas that must be
surveyed.

CONCLUSION

Figure 17: Detail of LIDAR data on a pole.
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A UAS European regulation should replace national
regulations in the year 2019. It provides a category of UAS
operation called "specific category" that should allow to
maintain the principles of the French regulatory scenario
S4 (low mass, outside populated area, long distance). This
experimented UAS solution will therefore maintain its
interest. It is preparing the arrival of heavier UAS solutions
in the framework of the “certified category” of the UAS
European regulation.
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